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Here is a list of 150 vampire names with their meanings and origins (when known). The list is
divided by male names for vampires and female names for vampires. Vampire name generator
for male and female characters. 100's of names available, you're bound to find one you like.
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Modern day vampires like to take ancient vampire names. Here is our list of the most common
vampire names and what they mean. A vampire is a being from folklore that subsists by feeding
on the life essence (generally in the form of blood) of the living. In European folklore, vampires
were. Back to NAMES main page LINKS: VAMPIRE NAME GENERATOR A web-based
vampire name generator. Suitable for dark or ominous characters of all types, not just.
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A site of generators to randomly produce concepts, characters, and descriptions for stories, roleplaying games, and art, as well as have fun and alleviate creative. Here is a list of 150 vampire
names with their meanings and origins (when known). The list is divided by male names for
vampires and female names for vampires.
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